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Abstract
We investigate the structure of the macroscopic n-loop amplitude obtained
from the two-matrix model at the unitary minimal critical point (m+1; m). We
derive a general formula for the n-resolvent correlator at the continuum planar
limit whose inverse Laplace transform provides the amplitude in terms of the
boundary lengths ‘i and the renormalized cosmological constant t. The ampli-





multiplied by the product
of modied Bessel functions summed over their degrees which conform to the
fusion rules and the crossing symmetry. This is found to be supplemented by an
increasing number of other terms with n which represent residual interactions
of loops. We reveal the nature of these interactions by explicitly determining
them as the convolution of modied Bessel functions and their derivatives for
the case n = 4 and the case n = 5. We derive a set of recursion relations which
relate the terms in the n-resolvents to those in the (n− 1)-resolvents.
1This work is supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scienti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I. Introduction and Conclusion
Matrix models provide an arena in which the notion of integrability is realized
as noncritical string theory. At the same time, they produce ecient computation
of some quantities which would be very formidable in the continuum framework.
Computation of macroscopic loop amplitudes[1, 2, 3] [4] demonstrates this fact most
explicitly: the boundary condition which is hard to solve in the continuum framework
[5] turns out to be related to the most natural quantity in matrix models. Let us
begin with recalling this.
A crude correspondence of matrix models with path integrals of noncritical strings
tells us that the connected part of the correlator given by averaging over matrix
integrals of the product of singlet correlators
<< trM^p1trM^p2    trM^pn >>N;conn (1.1)
is an n-punctured surface swept by a noncritical string. To turn these punctures into
holes of a macroscpic size, one rst introduces a xed loop length at the i-th boundary
by ‘i = api. We are naturally led to consider the limiting procedure






<< trM^p1trM^p2    trM^pn >>N;conn (1.2)
which denes the macroscopic n-loop amplitude.3 Here  is the renormalized string
coupling and a is an auxiliary parameter which plays the role of a cuto.
An equivalent and more ecient procedure is to consider the correlator consisting





>>N;conn, to pick its most singular piece
and nally to carry out the inverse Laplace transforms over pi’s. This in turn means















Here, L−1j denotes the inverse Laplace transform with respect to i such that ai =
pi − pi and p

i denotes the critical value of pi. In this paper, we will carry out this
procedure in depth at the (m+1;m) critical point realized by the symmetric potential
of the two-matrix model. 4 Here   1
Na2+1=m
.
3See later sections for more of the denitions.
4For some of the recent works on the two-matrix model, see, for instance, [6].
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In the next section, we evaluate the connected part of the correlator consisting
of the product of n-resolvents at nite N just mentioned above and derive a general
formula for this object in the continuum planar limit. Our formula contains a term





derivatives. Here t denotes the renormalized cosmological constant. This structure is
familiar from the case of pure two-dimensional gravity. This term is, however, found
to be supplemented, for n  4, by an increasing number of other terms with n. This
latter structure testies to the existence of interactions which cannot be captured
by the naive notion of operator product expansion for microscopic loop operators:
the macroscopic loop operator will be expanded by these. For that reason, these
interactions may be referred to as contact interactions.





   term. We are successful in representing
this terms as the summations over 2n − 3 indices with its summand in a form of n
factorized products. These summations are found to conform to the fusion rules and
the crossing symmetry for the dressed primaries of the unitary minimal conformal




















we determine the complete form for this part of the amplitude in terms of the bound-












The case n = 3 has been briefly reported in [9]. In section IV, we consider the
remaining pieces in the formula which represent the residual interactions of loops.
For the case n = 4 and the case n = 5, we have succeeded in expressing these in terms
of the convolution of modied Bessel functions and their derivatives. We, therefore,
obtain the complete answer for A4 (‘1;    ; ‘4) and the one for A5 (‘1;    ; ‘5), which
are eq. (4.5) and eq. (4.8) respectively. Although it is not unlikely that one can
determine the full amplitude this way for arbitrary n, the proof remains elusive.
We will nish with a few remarks concerning with the properties of these residual
interactions.
In Appendix A, we derive a set of recursion relations which are used to evaluate
the formula in section III. These recursion relations relate the expression of the terms
{3{
appearing in the n-resolvent to those in the (n−1)-resolvent. These dene, therefore,
the n-loop amplitude in terms of (n− 1)-loop amplitude through the inverse Laplace
transforms albeit being implicit.
II. The n-Resolvent Correlator in Continuum Planar Limit
Consider in the two-matrix model the connected part of the correlator consisting











Here, (M^; ~^M) are the matrix variables and pi’s are eigenvalue coordinates which,
in the continuum limit, become Laplace-conjugate to loop lengths. We denote by
<<    >>N;conn the averaging with respect to the matrix integrations. It should





due to the large N factorization of
the correlator consisting of the product of singlet operators. In the second quantized
notation 5, eq. (2.1) is expressible as









b(i) :j 0 >N
= N < 0 j
nY
i=1















< k j  > Byk
Bj j Ω > = 0 ; j = 0; 1; 2;   
and j 0 >N 
N−1Y
j=0
Byj j Ω > : (2.3)





(z; i; N) 
X

z < j −  j
1
p− M^
j j > (2.4)
j = j=N =  + ~j=N : (2.5)
5See, for example, [10, 11]
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The evaluation of N < 0 j
nY
i=1
: BykiBji :j 0 >N by the Wick theorem provides (n− 1)!
terms of the following structure: each term is given by the product of n-Kronecker
delta’s multiplied both by a sign factor and by the product of n-step functions to
ensure that the summations over the n-indices ~j1; ~j2    and ~jn are bounded either
from below ( 0) or from above( −1). We denote this product by (~j1; ~j2;    ~jn; ).
These (n−1)! terms are in one-to-one correspondence with the circular permutations



























ji0= +O (1=N) :
(2:7)





. The sgn denotes the

















; m = 0;    : (2.8)






Let sgni() be +1 or −1, depending upon whether the restriction on the summation




sgni() = −1 ; (2.10)
for any  and n. The summations over ~j1; ~j2    and ~jn can then be performed for all
 at once, leaving with this minus sign.
Now we turn to the integrations over zi (i = 1  n). The convergence on the
geometric series leads to the successively ordered integrations of z0is for each . By
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simply picking up a pole of zi at
1
pi−M(zi;i)















dzif (   zi;   ) ; ‘ = 0; 1;    ; (2.11)



















































Dn−3([i1 − (i1)])D1([i2 − (i2)])




















D0([j − (j)]) : (2.13)





























































Here the summations without a parenthesis are over k dierent integers i1; i2;    ik;
k = 1  n− 2. The number of terms appearing is equal to the number of partitions
of (n− 2) into parts.
From now on, we adopt a notation





Let us introduce0@ m1; m2;    ; mk;   






Dm1([i1 − (i1)])Dm2([i2 − (i2)])
  Dmk([ik − (ik)])
Y
j( 6=i1;i2;i3ik)
D0([j − (j)]) ;
where m1  m2      mk  0 : (2.16)
In particular,0@ n− 2; 0;   























In the appendix A, we prove that0@ m1; m2; m3;   






m‘  n− 3 : (2.18)
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as well as 0@ m1; m2;    ; mk; 0;    ;









0@ m1;    ; m‘ − 1;    ; mk; 0;   




In particular,0@ n − 2; 0;   







0@ n− 3; 0;   










and 0@ n− 3; 1;   







0@ n− 4; 1;   







0@ n− 3; 0;   




Isolating the term which comes with the highest number of total derivatives of



































































Z 0@ n− 2; 0;   




















0@ n− 3; 1; 0;   
i1; i2;    ;   
1A
−(n− 3)
0@ n− 2; 0;   



















0@ n − 4; 2; 0   







!0@ n− 2; 0;   




























!0@ n− 2; 0; 0;   



























!0@ n− 2; 0;      























0@ n− 5; 2; 1;   




!0@ n− 2; 0; 0   


























0@ n− 3; 1; 1; 1;   




!0@ n− 2; 0; 0; 0;   
i1; i2; i3;   
1A9=;















0@ 1; 1;    1; 0;   




0@ n− 2; 0;    0; 0; 0
i1; i2;    in−2;      
1A− ::::−
0@ 0; 0;    n− 2; 0 0
i1; i2;    in−2;      
1A9=; :
Here the summations with a parenthesis (i1; i2;    ; ik) are over k unequal indistin-
guished indices.


















































where we have used the recursion relations eqs. (2.20), (2.21) to put the second term of
the case n = 4 into this form. It is less trivial to obtain the corresponding expression













































[i1 − j4][i1− j5][i1− i
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Here (j3; j4; j5) and (j4; j5) are the complements to (i1; i2) and to (i1; i2; i3) respec-
tively. Up to the second line, we have managed to put the expression into a form as
in the case n = 4 which does not contain any direct link among i1; i2; i3, using the
partial fraction.
The following parametrization of zi [12] is important in the next section:
zi = exp 2 cosh i : (2.27)
This parametrization is understood together with
pi − p

i = [M^](zi; i)− [M^ ]
 = aM coshmi ;  = (aM=2)
1=m (2.28)
and
−  = −(m+ 1)



















The origin of the parametrization eq. (2.27) comes from the planar solution of the
Heisenberg algebra [13] in [12]. In fact, eq. (2.28) represents the solution. at the
(m+ 1;m) critical point. ( pi and [M^ ]
 represent the critical value to pi and to [M^]
respectively.)
III. Fusion Rules, Crossing Symmetry and Polygons Asso-
ciated
We now discuss the term we have isolated in eq. (2.24), the expression for the
n-point resolvent, namely the one which comes with the highest number of total
derivatives with respect to  and is, therefore, familiar from the case of pure two-
dimensional gravity. We will exhibit striking properties with this term, using the
parametrization noted in eq. (2.27). Let us denote dene























[i− k][k − j]
+
1
[i− j][j − k]
: (3.2)
One can associate a line from i to j with 1
[i−j] . The following identity is responsible

















sinh(m− j − i+ 1)
sinhm
sinh(m− j − k + i)
sinhm
:(3.3)
























sinh(m− j1 − i1 + 1)1
sinhm1

















where i1 = k1 = 1. For n = 3, we use eq. (3.2) for the term containing ((2)) to create

























sinh(m− j2 − i2 + 1)1
sinhm1
sinh(m− j1 + i1 − k1)2
sinhm2
sinh(m− j2 + i2 − k2)3
sinhm3
:
Here k2 = j1 + i1 − 1 = j1.
This can be repeated for arbitrary n. In the case n = 4, we use the partial fraction
for the two terms containing ((2)) and ((3)) to create a link [1−4], which is originally
absent. This enables us to relate the case n = 4 to the case n = 3. In general, Pn is
{12{
related to Pn−1 by using the partial fraction for the terms containing ((2))  ((n−1))


















sinh(m− j‘0 + i‘0 − k‘0)‘0+1
sinhm‘0+1
!
sinh(m− jn−1 − in−1 + 1)1
sinhm1
;(3.6)
where k‘ = j‘−1 + i‘−1 − 1; for ‘ = 2; 3;    ; (n − 1). Eq. (3.6) expresses the




this property, one can perform the inverse Laplace transform immediately, which we
will carry out at eq. (3.21).
Let us now discuss the restrictions on the summations of 2n− 3 integers j1; i2; j2;
   in−1; jn−1 in eq. (3.6). We write these as a set:
in−1; jn−1)
 f(j1; i2; j2;    in−1; jn−1) j 1  i‘  k‘; 1  j‘  m− k‘; for ‘ = 1; 2;    n− 1g
= F2(i1 = 1; j1; k1 = 1)
n−1Y
‘=2
\F2(i‘; j‘; k‘) ; (3.7)
where
F2(i‘; j‘; k‘)  f(i‘; j‘) j 1  i‘  k‘; 1  j‘  m− k‘; with k‘ xedg : (3.8)
We will show that these restrictions on the sums are in fact in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the fusion rules of the unitary minimal models for the diagonal primaries.
Let us begin with the case n = 3. Dene
p1  j1 + k1 − i1 ; p2  j2 + k2 − i2 ; q3  j2 + i2 − 1 ;
a12  p1 − 1 ; a23  p2 − 1 ; a31  q3 − 1 ;
(3.9)
The inequalities on i2; j2 are found to be equivalent to the following four inequalities:
a12 + a23 − a31 = 2(k2 − i2)  0 :
a12 − a23 + a31 = 2(i2 − 1)  0 :
−a12 + a23 + a31 = 2(j2 − 1)  0
a12 + a23 + a31 = 2(j2 + k2 − 2)  2(m− 2) : (3.10)
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From the third and the fourth equation of eq. (3.10), the inequality a12  m − 2
follows, which is a condition for F2(i1 = 1; j1; k1 = 1). Dening a set
D3(a1; a2; a3)  f(a1; a2; a3) j
3X
i( 6=j)
ai − aj  0 for i = 1  3 ;
= even  2(m− 2)g ; (3.11)
we state eq. (3.10) as
F3(j1; i2; j2) = D3(a12; a23; a31) : (3.12)
We also write
F2(j1)  F2(i1 = 1; j1; k1 = 1)  D2(a12) : (3.13)
for the case n = 2.
Eq. (3.11) is nothing but the condition that a triangle be formed which is made
out of a1; a2 and a3 and whose circumference is less than or equal to 2(m − 2). It
is also the selection rule for the three point function of the diagonal primaries in
m-th minimal unitary conformal eld theory [7]. In fact, the fusion rules for diagonal
primary elds read as
hii jj kki 6= 0 ; (3.14)
if and only if i+j  k+1 and two other permutations and i+j+k (= odd)  2m−1
hold. This set of rules is nothing but D3(i− 1; j − 1; k − 1).
For the case n = 4, introduce p3  j3 +k3− i3 ; a34  p3−1 ; q4  j3 +i3−1 ; a41 
q4 − 1 . We nd
F2(i3; j3; k3) = D3(a31; a34; a41) (3.15)
The restrictions on the sum in the case n = 4 can be understood as gluing the two
triangels:
F4(j1; i2; j2; i3; j3) = D3(a12; a23; a31) \D3(a34; a41; a31)
(3.16)
The allowed integers on a31 are naturally interpreted as permissible quantum numbers
flowing through an intermediate channel. As one can imagine, eq. (3.16) is not the
{14{
only way to represent the restriction: one can also represent it as
D3(a12; a24; a41) \D3(a23; a34; a24)
(3.17)
which embodies the crossing symmetric property of the amplitude.
The restrictions in the general case n are understood as attaching a triangle to
the case (n− 1). To see this, dene
p‘ = j‘ + k‘ − i‘ ; q‘ = j‘−1 + i‘−1 − 1 ;
a‘;1 = q‘ − 1 ; a‘;‘+1 = p‘ − 1 ;
for ‘ = 1; 2;    n : (3.18)
Using 1  in−1  kn−1; 1  jn−1  m− kn−1, we derive
an−1;n + an;1 − an−1;1 = 2(jn−1 − 1)  0 ;
an−1;n − an;1 + an−1;1 = 2(kn−1 − in−1)  0 ;
−an−1;n + an;1 + an−1;1 = 2(in−1 − 1)  0 ;
an−1;n + an;1 + an−1;1 = 2(jn−1 + kn−1 − 2)  2(m− 2) : (3.19)
The restriction on in−1 and jn−1 are, therefore, D3(an−1;n; an;1; an−1;1), which is what
we wanted to see. All in all, we nd
in−1; jn−1)
D3(an−1;n; an;1; an−1;1) \ in−2; jn−2)
Dn−1(a1;2; a2;3;    an−2;n−1; an−1;1; a3;1; a4;1;    an−2;1)
a3;1; a4;1;    an−1;1) (3.20)












sinh(m− aj−1;j − 1)j
sinhmj
1A sinh(m− an;1 − 1)1
sinhm1
:
Once again, the fact that the dierent divisions ofDn into n−2 triangles are embodied
by this expression is precisely the statement of the old duality.
The object Pn(1; 2;    n) is equipped with j and aj−1;j for j = 1; 2;    ; n and
any D3(ai;j; aj;k; ak;i) obeys the rule of the triangle specied above. It is, therefore,
{15{
natural to visualize this as a polygon (n-gon) having edges 1; 2;    n as well as links
a1;2; a2;3;    ; an−1;n; an;1 with all permissible shapes summed.
Using the formula (1.4), we perform the inverse Laplace transform with respect




































where L−1j denotes the inverse Laplace transform with respect to j and an;1 = a0;1.












This is the answer quoted in the introduction.
It is straightforward to look at the small length behavior of eq.(3.22). This was




















The agreement with the approach from the generalized Kdv flows [14] (See also [15].)
has been given. We will not dwell on this point further.
IV. Residual Interactions
Our formula in the last section tells how the higher order operators (gravitational
descendants) in addition to the dressed primaries included in the form of the loop
length are constrained to obey the selection rules of CFT. The two-matrix model
realizing the unitary minimal series coupled to gravity as the continuum limit of the
(m+ 1;m) symmetric critical point knows the fusion rules and the duality symmetry
in the form of the loop operators. The term we have dealt with in the last section for
general n is, however, supplemented with an increasing number of other terms with
{16{
n (n  4). The existence of such terms itself implies that the knowledge we obtain
from the two and the three point functions is not sucient to determine the full
amplitude for n  4. This coincides with the notion of contact interactions familiar
from the eld theory of derivative couplings as well as in (super) string theory [16].
The counterpart of our approach to this phenomenon in the continuum framework is
presumably related to the discusson on the boundary of moduli space.
In what follows, we explicitly determine the full amplitude for n = 4; 5. Let us
























We are now concerned with the question of how to put the second term in a man-
ageable form to the inverse Laplace transform, so that it is expressed in terms of
the individual boundary lengths. In general, we have in mind the case in which the
extra terms are expressible as a polynomial of the polygons Pi‘(1;    ; i‘) and their
derivatives: the inverse Laplace transforms can then be handled by convolutions. For
that reason, we need to introduce a notation





Pi1((1);    ; (i1))Pi2((j2);    ; (j2+i2−1))   Pi‘((n−i‘+1);    ; (n)) :
To be more specic





P3((1); (2); (3))P3((2); (3); (4))





P4((1); (2); (3)(4))P2((3); (4)) : (4.3)






P4(1; 2; 3; 4)− [SP123P234] (1; 2; 3; 4)
+ [SP1234P34] (1; 2; 3; 4) : (4.4)
The second term corresponds to the picture of two triangles put together while the
third term is associated with that of a square and a line. Though only explicit
6This was briefly reported in [17].
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calculation veries eq. (4.4), it will be instructive to tell how one can rst restrict
the possible form. In general, the n-gon consists of one ((i)) in the numerator and
(n − 1) products of [j − k]’s in the denominator and is completely symmetric with
respect to j’s. The partitions of 4 into two parts, 4 = 3 + 1 = 2 + 2 tell us the above
structure. As for the relative minus sign, it is accounted for by the absence of ((i))2
term. It is also dictated by the important physical requirement that, when one of
the loop lengths shrinks to a point, the full amplitude must reduce to the t-derivative
of the the three loop amplitude and, therefore, the second term of eq. (4.1) vanish.
The relative minus sign provides that opportunity. Finally, summing over all circular
permutations ensures the completely symmetric properties.
Carrying out the procedure indicated in (1.3) for the case n = 4 together with
eqs. (2.22), (4.4), we obtain the complete answer for the macroscopic four loop ampi-
tude:


































































). We have in-






4;2), D4  D4(a1;2; a2;3; a3;4;a4;1)




4;3) and have dened the convolution A B(M‘) by





A(M‘0)B(M(‘− ‘0)) : (4.6)
Let us now turn to the n = 5 case. Recall eq. (2.26). Using mathematica package,
























35 (1; 2; 3; 4; 5)
+2P123P124P235(1; 2; 3; 4; 5) :
(4:7)
In deriving these answers, we have again invoked the physical argument on shrinking
one of the loops and the partitions of the denominators into parts to rst restrict the
possible form. The details are too cumbersome to be presented here.
Following the same procedure as obtaining eq. (4.5), we nd the complete answer
for the ve loop amplitude:
A5(‘1;    ‘5) = A
fusion










































































































































means the derivative acting only on the left(right) part of the convo-
lutions. The rest of the notations here are similar to those of the n = 4 case and will
be self-explanatory.7
It is not unlikely that the terms representing the residual interactions for general
n are, in principle, expressible by polynomials consisiting of polygons and their t
7It is just a matter of writing to take a small length limit of eqs. (4.5),(4.8) to obtain the
corresponding expression for the microscopic operators. (Use eq. (3.23)).
{19{
derivatives: the nal answer would then be obtained by convolutions of various Bj’s
and their derivatives. The power counting argument tells us d =
pX
j=1
(nj − 1). Here p
is the number of ((i))’s in the term under consideration, d is the number of [j−k]’s in
the denominator and nj is the number of edges in the j-th polygon (j = 1  p) from
which one would like to build a polynomial. This, together with the loop shrinking
argument, restricts the possible form to a large extent. Explicit determination of
the full amplitude in this way beyond ve loops, however, appears to us still very
formidable.
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In this appendix, we prove the recursion relations for0@ m1; m2; m3;   






m‘  n − 2 (A.1)
introduced in the text. The proof goes by mathematical inductions.
We will rst prove the simplest case0@ m; 0;   









Assume that0@ m; 0;   
i;    ;
1A
n−1
= 0 ; for m  n− 4 : (A.3)
Without loss of generality, i can be taken to be 1. To compute the left hand side
of eq. (A.2), we observe that the elements of Sn are generated by associating n − 1
dierent ways of inserting [n] with each element  2 Sn−1. In the case where [n] is









D0([j − (j)]) : (A.4)










D0([j − (j)]) : (A.5)

















D0([j(1) − j+1(1)]) =
n−1Y
j=2
D0([j − (j)]). Putting eqs. (A.4) and



















D0([j − (j)]) : (A.7)
Factorizing the expression inside the bracket f    g, and using the assumption




0@ n− 3; 0;   
1;   
1A
n−1






which is what we wanted to show.
Now we turn to the more general case the proof of which is a straightforward
generalization of the one given above. To derive the recursion relation for0@ m1; m2;    ; mk; 0;    ;




stated in the text (eq. (2.19) ), we again assume0@ m1; m2;    ; mk; 0;    ;
i1; i2;    ik;       ;
1A
n−1
= 0 ; for
kX
‘=1
m‘  n− 4 : (A.10)
We take i‘ = ‘; ‘ = 1  k without loss of generality. The way in which the elements
of Sn are generated is the same as the one given above. In the case where [n] is




Dm1([1− (1)])   Dm‘−1([‘− (‘)])
[‘− (‘)]m‘
[‘− n]m‘+1[n− (‘)]
Dm‘+1 ([(‘+ 1)− (‘+ 1)])   Dmk([k − (k)])
n−2Y
j( 6=1;2;k)
D0([j − (j)]) : (A.11)




























Dm1([1− (1)])   Dm‘−1([‘− (‘)])
1
[(‘)− n][‘− n]
Dm‘+1 ([(‘+ 1)− (‘+ 1)])   Dmk([k − (k)])
n−2Y
j( 6=1;2;k)
D0([j − [j]]) : (A.13)
Putting eqs. (A.11) and (A.13) together, we nd
m1; m2;    ; mk;
0;    ; (A.14)
i1; i2;    ik;
      ;
n








j( 6=1;2;k) D0([j − (j)]) :Factorizing the expression inside the








0@ m1;    ; m‘ − 1;    ; mk; 0;    ;




This completes the proof of the recursion relations stated in the text.
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